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Do you love birds or know a kid who does? Are you looking for a fun activity to keep the kids busy on a

rainy day? Perhaps you are an avid arts 'n crafts person looking for new templates? Well, we have the

solution... Birds Printable Coloring & Crafts! Color them in! Cut them out! Be Creative! Birds Printable

Coloring & Crafts provides hours of fun for everyone in your family, regardless of their age! And, the best

part is, you can access it within seconds of purchase and reuse the pages over and over again. This is

because Birds Printable Coloring & Crafts comes to you as an Adobe PDF file that you can instantly

download from the internet! What's Inside? Used by designers, teachers, craft artists, grown-ups and

kids, this set of coloring pages provides you with 225 PAGES of printable bird graphics and images that

are ready to be adorned and used by you! The bird images range from the very detailed to simple,

featuring so many different types of birds! Similar hardbound books sell on Amazon for double the price,

and contain only a fraction of the number of pages we've included in this wonderful collection. Plus, the

best part is, unlike a hardbound, regular old coloring book, these coloring pages can be used time and

time again! The way you use these printable pages is only limited by your imagination! Here are some

real-life activities that people are doing with their copies of Birds Printable Coloring & Crafts: "I printed
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them out for my kids and they colored all afternoon. My daughter even cut them out and hung them

around her room. Thanks again!" "My Grandmother is a shut-in and we are always looking for things that

she is able to do that will occupy her time, her mind, and her hands. We purchased these coloring pages

and had them printing out within 5 minutes. It's hard to find coloring books for adults out there, most are

geared for kids, so this was a really nice treat. Thank you so much." "I teach 3rd grade. Not all the kids

finish their work at the same time. Some are quicker than others. For the kids who finish their work early

(to keep them from goofing off!), I let them choose a sheet to color in. They really like these and it keeps

them occupied. I like them because I have an unlimited supply! Terrific job!!" "I love to embroider and

these printables work beautifully as patterns. Very easy to work with and use. I would recommend them

whole heartedly!" Save Money & Time! What makes Birds Printable Coloring & Craftsdifferent from a

regular coloring book I could buy at the store? Pages can be printed as needed, as many times as

needed. A regular coloring book you can only use once. Not so with this ebook format. You can print out

enough copies for all of your children. No more fighting over the book! So, just save the pdf file to your

computer or a cd and use it again & again. Great for parties, at home, or in the classroom. Because they

are printed on separate sheets of paper, you never have to worry about those torn edges you get from

regular coloring books when you rip them out for display. These look a lot neater hanging on the fridge!

They are also much easier to work with! Many times, children only want to color certain pages of a

coloring book, leaving many pages going to waste. With this pdf of coloring pages, print only what you

want, when you want! If a child "messes up" coloring and wants to do it again, it's no problem! Just print

out another. This pdf of coloring pages is also tailored for those who like to do craft projects. Many of the

images are very suitable for coloring in and then cutting out with scissors. You don't have to wait for your

coloring book to be shipped to you and you don't have to go to the store and purchase one. It will be

delivered to you within seconds of purchase via internet download! How Do I View and Print Birds

Printable Coloring & Crafts? All of the images are in black & white and are ready to be colored in. If you

have a printer (just a black and white printer will do!), you are ready to print these wonderful coloring

pages. Please note that upon viewing the images on your computer screen, the images may appear fuzzy

or incomplete. This is because we've optimized the images for print only. Please rest assured that the

actual pages are sharp, clear, and crisp upon printing. You can print the pages on regular copy paper (8

1/2 x 11), or any paper of your choice. All images should turn out beautifully. (To achieve the "feel" of a



regular coloring book, consider using recycled copy paper!) You can even print on both sides of the paper

if your printer has such functionality, which will save you paper if you so desire. The total file size is

relatively small considering the number of pages you get, and you need Adobe Acrobat Reader to view

the file.
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